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"You are braver than you believe, and stronger than you seem, and smarter 
than you think.”    - Christopher Robin 
 
 
School Start Up 
 
It has been quite the start up this year (it might have something to do with the start-up beginning 
in July…). Given all that has happened around start up this year, I will break this report down in 
distinct time periods. 
 
Pre-Start – up planning (July –August) 
 Thanks to the amazing effort of the OHS team, numerous hours were spent organizing 
our policies and procedures for our Scenario 1 restart. This work involved examining what other 
districts were planning and tailoring our response to our specific needs and situation. Two 
themes emerged: 1) Safe and effective protocols for in-person learning for staff and students. 
2) Viable at home learning options for those families choosing to remain at home for the fall.  
 

1) In- person learning 
a. Our work here has focused on how to best implement protocols and procedures 

for living in the school space. The result of this work can be seen here. 
MH student Procedures and Protocols 
 
We also changed our bell times to accommodate a staggered lunch between 5-8’s 
and 9-12’s to limit congestion.  
 
 
 
 
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1npry5SGRLz7vvZzDxNtHT5Q3n6pck6na-cpP5lUdb_A/edit?usp=sharing


 
 
 



2) At- Home Learning (AHL) 
a. Here we very much had a ‘chicken and egg scenario’ where our ability to 

determine how many resources we could allocate to AHL is dependent on how 
many students would choose to stay home. However, the number of families 
electing to keep students at home was very much dependent on what we could 
offer for at-home learning.  

b. A couple of surveys and parent information sessions were established to help us 
get a preliminary ballpark of what it might look like.  Our initial communication 
highlighted a basic minimal  AHL scenario knowing that if more numbers access 
the AHL program and we could assign more resources for AHL then our model 
would only become more robust (as opposed to a situation where would have to 
scale back on a service delivery model). 

3) Staff check-ins 
a. Prior to the first official day of work for our staff, Admin connected with each 

member individually. The purpose of these meetings was to check in to listen 
and appraise how each staff member was feeling regarding a return to school. As 
can be expected there was a large diversity of response with some common 
themes of anxiety, apprehension and excitement.  

 
Teacher Start-up 
 
Our first day back with staff, our staff teams broke into three groups to work with members of 
the Charter School CIRT team to help process and diffuse their feelings surrounding their 
experience during this pandemic as well regarding a return to near normal operations. This 
proved to be an extremely valuable exercise as it gave our staff a safe place in which to voice 
their own unique experience and feelings. 
 
The bulk of the remaining time was spent giving staff time to organize their spaces, familiarize 
themselves with the new protocols and get ready for the first week back with students. 
 
I would like to take this time to acknowledge the amazing work of Martin Atkinson, Facilities 
Manager, for the incredibly amount of time and effort into helping our school spaces be ready. 
He never said no and was an incredible calming force to all our staff.  
 
During this time, we were also able to finalize our AHL plans. 
For grade 5 & 6 – we had enough numbers to reassign Heather Lai to become a full time AHL 
teacher and reduce our grade 5 classes from 4 to 3 while maintaining the usual class size 
numbers. 
 
For Grade 7 & 8 - we had enough numbers to reassign Chris Byron to become a full time AHL 
teacher and reduce our grade 8 classes from 4 to 3 while maintaining the usual class size 
numbers. 
 



For grade 9-12 – we did not have enough numbers to reassign teachers away from their in-person 
assignments. Instead students are grouped with other AHL learners and attached to a HS teacher 
who will support their learning through the posting of material and learning assessments through 
PowerSchool.  
 
We also added AHL oversight responsibilities to Murphy McMaster (Learning Commons Learning 
Leader). 
 
Overall, staff morale during this time can be best described as positive with high amounts of 
anxiety.  
 
First Days with students 
 

 
 
This year we implemented a staggered entry to help reduce anxieties of our in person learners 
(and staff too) as we see how school looks and feels with near normal operations. 

Tuesday - Students with surnames A-L 
Wednesday – Students with Surnames M-Z 
Thursday – All students  
Friday – Non-instructional day – reflection and respond upon how things are working. 
 

Overall Impressions: 
While the school had a surreal feeling for both staff and students on the first days, it has quickly 
become more energetic and less apprehensive. Many students commented on how glad they 
were to be back and we received many email from parents such as the one below: 

Hello,  
A quick note of thanks and Kuddos to all the Westmount staff and teachers for all 
the planning and efforts!  
Our kids Arya and Surya had a great stress free day today returning to Grade 6. 
We really appreciate all your efforts and proud of Westmount’s planning. 

 
By the second week, there was definitely more of a sense of regular school in the new normal. 
While there is still some habit forming that is occurring (around social distancing outside and 



timing of transitions), the vast majority have adjusted have adjusted well and are engaging in 
their learning.  
 
At Home Learning (AHL) in the first two weeks 
 
Our AHL program got off to a slow start as we had many families changing their minds 
regarding staying at home or being in school. This delayed our ability (especially at the high 
school) in establishing our AHL program. Determining which students were exploring courses 
through ADLC also took time to confirm registration.  In particular it took longer to establish our 
AHL cohorts for high school and restructure the classes and link these students to teachers.  
The September 8th start date was successful for our grade 5-8 students who were ready to go 
with their dedicated teachers. However, it was a much slower start for our High School AHL 
students. Teachers were still establishing their classroom routine and thus not delving strongly 
into curriculum for their students in person and subsequently did not have much prepared for 
their AHL students either which created some confusion. As learning material is starting, the 
AHL students are receiving more direction from their teachers.  
 
Federal Budget $ 
At the MH campus, we are feeling good about our current staffing allocation and assignments. 
We are deciding to hold onto funds for second semester to be able to adjust accordingly should 
our AHL number change (either more in person or more at home). 
 
Westmount Mid High by the numbers: 
As of Friday September 11, 2020 our student population is as follows 

Grade 5 108 students (37 AHL) 
Grade 6 108 Students (21 AHL) 
Grade 7 112 Students  (21 AHL) 
Grade 8 112 Students (28 AHL) 
Grade 9 123 Students (13 AHL) 
Grade 10 102 Students (8 AHL) 
Grade 11 102 Students  (9 AHL) 
Grade 12 126 Students (6 AHL) 
Total 893 Students  

 
 

Upcoming Events 
Due to the realities of restrictions in place as a result of the Pandemic, we have very little upcoming events 
to report. 
  
Student Council  
Normally student council elections take place in the spring but due to the emergency remote learning we 
are hosting them this fall. Student will be submitting video speeches which will be relayed to each SOURCE 



class (as opposed to in person speeches at assemblies). Voting will also be electronic this year.  A new 
position has been added – AHL rep in addition to the regular grade reps. 
 
Debate and Model UN 
Both of these clubs are being run virtually this year and have begun as competitions will be occurring 
soon. 
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